
 

A TIME OF CHAOS v4.7 -- 2-4 players, 45 minutes. By Greg Loring-Albright / g.s.albright@gmail.com. 
The times are unsettled. Artifacts priceless and seemingly meaningless alike have disappeared, only to arrive in 
times and places strange to them. The timestream is in chaos. Bold time-traveling adventurers must enter the 
timestream to return these artifacts to their homes, restoring order to time and space! See  sell sheet  for more. 
 

I. Components 
54 cards (in 3 decks), 48 cubes (12 each in 4 colors), 27 tiles (9 cities in 3 eras), 12 minus-one tokens, 4 cloaking 
tokens, 4 pawns, 4 player aids. 
 

II. Setup 
Separate the TILES into Past, Present, and Future stacks. Shuffle each stack and make a 3x3 grid of tiles for each 
type, with the “order” side showing. You should have 3 grids of 3x3 tiles. Each grid is an “era.” Separate the CARDS 
into Past, Present, and Future decks. Shuffle each deck and place it near its corresponding grid. Reveal the top 3 
cards of each deck and place them next to the deck. Set a discard pile (all cards will go to this pile). 

 
Choose a pawn and take its matching player aid and cubes and one cloaking 
token (place it “active” side up). Choose a first player. Starting with the LAST 
player and going counterclockwise, place your pawn on any tile in the 
PRESENT grid that is not already occupied by another pawn. 
 
Locate the other 2 tiles that match your pawn’s CITY. In the… 
PAST: Flip the tile to CHAOS side and place 1 of your cubes on it. 
FUTURE: Place 1 of your cubes on the tile. 

 
 

III. Gameplay 
At the start of your turn: Send disorder through time: Find any CHAOS tiles that have your color cube on them. 
These tiles each send 1 disorder cube into another era. Past tiles send cubes into the Present, Present tiles send 
cubes into the Future, and Future tiles send cubes into the past. ONLY place cubes on tokens that are order-side-up.  
During your turn: Take actions: Up to 3 of them. See below for possible actions.  
At the end of your turn: Disordered tiles flip: Locate all ORDER tiles that have 3 or more cubes on them. Note 
which color has the majority. Flip these tiles to CHAOS side, placing 1 cube of the majority color on that tile, and 
returning all other cubes to their owners. If two colors are tied for a majority, place 1 cube of EACH color on the 
CHAOS tile. Penalize: The players whose colors are represented on any tiles that flipped this turn must each take 
one -1 token. 
Play passes clockwise. 
 

IV. Cards  
Cards represent artifacts, relocated from their proper places and times. In any era, you will only find cards that belong 

to the other two eras. Deliver these cards to the correct place and time, and earn the points shown on the card. 
DRAWING CARDS: There are 2 ways to draw cards (see “Possible Actions” for more). When using either one, you 
must draw from the cards matching the ERA your pawn occupies. As soon as you remove a card from a tableau, 
replace it with the top card of that deck. 
YOUR HAND: You may only have 3 cards at a time in your hand. You may not take either “draw” action if it would put 
a fourth card in your hand.  
DELIVERING: If you are on the tile indicated on the bottom of the card, take the “Deliver” action, and place the card 
face up in front of you. This is your tableau. 
 

V. Cubes 
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Cubes represent disorder -- by rummaging through storehouses, delivering objects that were mysteriously lost, or 
appearing and disappearing into another time, you alert normal citizens to your presence, which adds disorder to the 

time stream. 
If you run out of cubes, you may not take actions that require you to lay down a cube. If you are required (because a 
chaos tile has your color cube on it) to place a cube and you have no cubes, do not place any cubes. If you are 
required to place multiple cubes but do not have enough, you decide which ones to place. 
 

VI. Cloaking Token 
As a hi-tech time-traveller, you can conceal your actions, thus preventing disorder. 

Whenever you take an action that would require you to place a cube, you may flip your token from “active” side to 
“exhausted” side. If you do, do not place a cube for that action. Whenever ANY player (including you) delivers a card 
worth 3 points, refresh your token. 
 

VII. Possible Actions  
You may not take any actions except RESTORE or TRAVEL when your pawn is on a CHAOS tile. 
GRAB: Draw the top card of the deck that matches the ERA your pawn is in. Do not place a cube. 
SEARCH: Draw one of the cards in the tableau next to that deck. Then, place a disorder token on the tile your pawn 
occupies. 
DELIVER: When on a tile that matches the destination on a card, lay that card face-up in front of you. Then, place a 
disorder token on the tile your pawn occupies.  
TIME TRAVEL: Move to a tile that matches your current tile’s CITY, but DOES NOT MATCH your current tile’s ERA. 
Place a cube of your color on the departure or arrival tile (your choice). 
TRAVEL: Move from one tile to any adjacent (non-diagonal) tile in the same grid.  
RESTORE: Choose a CHAOS tile that is the same CITY but different ERA as the tile occupied by your pawn. Flip this 
tile from CHAOS to ORDER. Return the cube(s) to the appropriate player(s). 
 

VIII. Game End & Scoring 
Whenever a player places the fourth card into their tableau, every player EXCEPT that player takes one more turn. 
Then the game ends. Once the game ends, players sum the point values on the cards in front of them, subtracting 1 
point for each -1 token in front of them. The player with the highest total wins. If there is a tie, If there is a tie, the 
player with the fewest CHAOS tiles of their color wins. If there is still a tie, the player with the MOST cubes remaining 
in their supply wins. 
 

 
  

PLAYER AID 1:  
TURN REMINDER: 1: Chaos Sends Disorder / 2: Take Actions / 3: Flip Tiles & Penalize 

You may not take any actions except RESTORE or TRAVEL when your pawn is on a CHAOS tile.  
You may not TIME TRAVEL into a CHAOS tile. 

 
GRAB: Draw the top card of the deck that matches the ERA your pawn is in. Do not place a cube. 
SEARCH: Draw one of the cards in the tableau next to that deck. Then, place a disorder token on the tile your pawn 
occupies. 
DELIVER: When on a tile that matches the destination on a card, lay that card face-up in front of you. Then, place a 
cube on the tile your pawn occupies.  
TIME TRAVEL: Move to a tile that matches your current tile’s CITY, but DOES NOT MATCH your current tile’s ERA. 
Place a cube on the departure or arrival tile (your choice). You may not arrive on a CHAOS tile. 
TRAVEL: Move from one tile to any adjacent (non-diagonal) tile in the same grid.  
RESTORE: When on a CHAOS tile, flip the tile from CHAOS to ORDER. Return the cube(s) to the appropriate 
player(s). 



 

PLAYER AID 2:  
TURN REMINDER: 1: Chaos Sends Disorder / 2: Take Actions / 3: Flip Tiles & Penalize 

You may not take any actions except RESTORE or TRAVEL when your pawn is on a CHAOS tile.  
You may not TIME TRAVEL into a CHAOS tile. 

 
GRAB: Draw the top card of the deck that matches the ERA your pawn is in. Do not place a cube. 
SEARCH: Draw one of the cards in the tableau next to that deck. Then, place a disorder token on the tile your pawn 
occupies. 
DELIVER: When on a tile that matches the destination on a card, lay that card face-up in front of you. Then, place a 
cube on the tile your pawn occupies.  
TIME TRAVEL: Move to a tile that matches your current tile’s CITY, but DOES NOT MATCH your current tile’s ERA. 
Place a cube on the departure or arrival tile (your choice). You may not arrive on a CHAOS tile. 
TRAVEL: Move from one tile to any adjacent (non-diagonal) tile in the same grid.  
RESTORE: When on a CHAOS tile, flip the tile from CHAOS to ORDER. Return the cube(s) to the appropriate 
player(s). 

 
 

PLAYER AID 3:  
TURN REMINDER: 1: Chaos Sends Disorder / 2: Take Actions / 3: Flip Tiles & Penalize 

You may not take any actions except RESTORE or TRAVEL when your pawn is on a CHAOS tile.  
You may not TIME TRAVEL into a CHAOS tile. 

 
GRAB: Draw the top card of the deck that matches the ERA your pawn is in. Do not place a cube. 
SEARCH: Draw one of the cards in the tableau next to that deck. Then, place a disorder token on the tile your pawn 
occupies. 
DELIVER: When on a tile that matches the destination on a card, lay that card face-up in front of you. Then, place a 
cube on the tile your pawn occupies.  
TIME TRAVEL: Move to a tile that matches your current tile’s CITY, but DOES NOT MATCH your current tile’s ERA. 
Place a cube on the departure or arrival tile (your choice). You may not arrive on a CHAOS tile. 
TRAVEL: Move from one tile to any adjacent (non-diagonal) tile in the same grid.  
RESTORE: When on a CHAOS tile, flip the tile from CHAOS to ORDER. Return the cube(s) to the appropriate 
player(s). 
 

 
 

PLAYER AID 4:  
TURN REMINDER: 1: Chaos Sends Disorder / 2: Take Actions / 3: Flip Tiles & Penalize 

You may not take any actions except RESTORE or TRAVEL when your pawn is on a CHAOS tile.  
You may not TIME TRAVEL into a CHAOS tile. 

 
GRAB: Draw the top card of the deck that matches the ERA your pawn is in. Do not place a cube. 
SEARCH: Draw one of the cards in the tableau next to that deck. Then, place a disorder token on the tile your pawn 
occupies. 
DELIVER: When on a tile that matches the destination on a card, lay that card face-up in front of you. Then, place a 
cube on the tile your pawn occupies.  
TIME TRAVEL: Move to a tile that matches your current tile’s CITY, but DOES NOT MATCH your current tile’s ERA. 
Place a cube on the departure or arrival tile (your choice). You may not arrive on a CHAOS tile. 
TRAVEL: Move from one tile to any adjacent (non-diagonal) tile in the same grid.  
RESTORE: When on a CHAOS tile, flip the tile from CHAOS to ORDER. Return the cube(s) to the appropriate 
player(s). 


